
ELECTROPORATION

ULTRASOUND

ELECTROLIPOLYSIS

ELECTRO REMODELING

LASER LLLT
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Dimension: L600 x P570 x H1260 

Innovative,
painless, safe
and performing

Giving numbers, yes!
1 application only
5 targeted treatments
8 synergistic plates  
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Brand new Overline Infinity Body Synergy Laser 980nm technology 
for reshaping and toning the body. Born in the company’s laboratories, 
it exploits the synergy of different electric waves to act in a targeted 
manner on the most frequent aesthetic imperfections affecting the 
body. Ideal to awaken the metabolism, improve lymphatic circulation 
and microcirculation, drain, oxygenate, regenerate and stimulate the 
production of new Collagen, Elastin and Hyaluronic Acid, eliminate 
the excess rolls and the unaesthetic “orange peel”; Overline Infinity 
Body Synergy Laser 980nm redefines the silhouette and gives the skin 
firmness and elasticity.

The different programs that can be performed with Overline Infinity 
Body Synergy Laser 980nm exploit the use of innovative plates slightly 
concave, designed ad hoc to better conform to the body shapes; they 
act simultaneously thanks to a series of latest generation technologies: 
Low Level Laser (LLLT), Ultrasound, Electrolipolysis, Electro Remodeling 
and Electroporation, all to act in depth and effectively on localized 
fat deposits, on cellulite lipodystrophy, fluid retention and skin atony. 
The treatments generate a visible reduction of adipose tissue and 
cellulite imperfections with excellent muscle toning and skin firming. No 
recovery time needed after treatment.
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SYNERGY WITH 
VISIBLE RESULTS

Overline, thanks to its research laboratories, has combined 
several treatments in a single movement. With 8 synergistic 
plates, equipped with five specific actions that develop in 
unison, it is able to achieve concrete and visible results from 
the first session.

ULTRASUONI 1 MHz - ELETTROLIPOLISI  - LLLT 

This combination is one of the most effective and powerful 
synergies to counteract localized adiposity and cellulite*. 
Ultrasound selectively acts on fat cells and consequently on 
the fibrous component of cellulite*; while Electrolipolysis 
acts on fat, but especially on the lymphatic component and 
microcirculation. The combination of these technologies with 
the LLLT allows to act specifically on all the components of the 
imperfection of cellulite*, enhancing each other.

ULTRASUONI 1 MHz - ELETTRO RIMODELLAMENTO - LLLT
 
The association between Ultrasound, Electro Remodeling and
LLLT is a set that generates an intense lipolytic action (or better, 
lipophoretic). Muscle contraction created by stimulation of red 
muscle fibers, allows you to take fats present in the tissues to 
draw energy suitable for contraction itself. This activity allows 
us to consume lipids that would otherwise circulate and give 
life to new fatty deposits.

* Inestetismi causati dalla cellulite
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THE SYNERGY

The principle behind these plates consists in combining more energy to 
achieve a common goal, achieve tangible results and surprise consumer 
expectations. Thanks to the efforts of Overline laboratories we have 
been able to insert the Laser (LLLT) with Ultrasound, Electrolipolysis, 
Electro Remodeling and Electroporation. The results can be seen very 
quickly thanks to internal tests*: on a small sample of people we noticed a 
constant reduction in whole body measures, and above all, a redefinition 
of the main imperfections.

The brand new plates, with a slightly concave shape to better adapt to the body, allow the simultaneous and synergistic 
action of the best technologies for body reshaping
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The brand new plates, with a slightly concave shape to better adapt 
to the body, allow the simultaneous and synergistic action of the best 
technologies for body reshaping
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LASER LLLT

ELECTRO REMODELING

ELECTROLIPOLYSIS 

ULTRASOUNDS

ELECTROPORATION
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LOW LEVEL LASER TREATMENT

EFFECTIVE LIPOLYTIC 
AND REMODELING 

ACTION 
Low Level Laser Treatment (LLLT) technology involves a pre-treatment 
phase with electroporation which acts directly on the skin, creating 
electropores that depending on the length of the pulse remain open from 
a few seconds to one or two minutes and allow better permeability of 
tissues, in favor of a large variety of hydrophilic molecules that otherwise 
would not be able to penetrate.

LLLT SLIM

In the Slim programs the stimulation takes place at the expense of the red 
muscle fiber, dedicated to energy consumption (aerobic) that improves the 
local metabolism, the “energy fuel” used to perform this training work at 
the muscle level. Muscle stimulation consumes fat and improves the areas 
treated.

The protocol provides for the use of bandages iSol.Beauty
ISO.BE.125 REDU CELL (reducing effect)

ISO.BE.120 SLIM REDUCING (slimming effect)

LLLT DREN

Programs that use a particular waveform with a ‘draining’ effect through 
the association of calibrated frequencies that, with a superficial muscular 
stress, allow the reabsorption of liquids.

The protocol provides for the use of bandages iSol.Beauty
ISO.BE.115 DRAIN ACTIVE (draining effect)
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LLLT LIPO

Programs that use a waveform and a lipolytic frequency with continuous 
emission (without pause), acting at the level of the hypodermis, urging the 
splitting of the fat cell into triglycerides > fatty acids > glycerol.

The protocol provides for the use of bandages iSol.Beauty
ISO.BE.125 REDU CELL (reducing effect)

ISO.BE.120 SLIM REDUCING (slimming effect)

LLLT CELL EDEMA

The programs inserted in this context have a particular waveform that 
improves the purification and drainage of excess liquids, creating a pleasant 
feeling of lightness.

Il protocollo prevede l’uso dei bendaggi iSol. Beauty 
ISO.BE.125 REDU CELL (effetto riducente)

ISO.BE.115 DRAIN ACTIVE (effetto drenante)

* Imperfections caused by cellulite.

LLLT TONIC

In the Tonic programs the stress occurs at the intermediate muscle fiber, 
which has mixed characteristics between white and red fiber. This results 
in stimulation of local metabolism and improvement of vascularization and 
capillarization as well as increased muscle tone.

The protocol provides for the use of bandages iSol.Beauty
ISO.BE.110 TONE UP (volume effect)
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THE TREATMENT

Thanks to this intense combination of energies the treatment will offer 
the Aesthetic Operator very high performance in terms of result. 
When significant pathways are made in the area of imperfections due to 
localized fat and/or cellulite, the major problem often occurs at the end 
of the pathways, when you encounter the atony given by the sum of the 
treatments.

Overline has thought to provide synergistically to this imperfection, often 
underestimated but instead important, inserting inside the equipment 
the technology of Electro Remodeling. These stimulations, absolutely 
pleasant on a perceptive and body level, stimulate “the muscle memory 
effect” creating filling and firming thanks to the toning of those areas 
where, for the need of imperfection, reduction is required.

The body shapes will be redefined and customers will immediately notice 
the changes in terms of reshaping the silhouette, regaining confidence in 
their physical appearance, which they missed.
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To regenerate, tone and elasticize the skin of the face, we have made 
available the handpiece for the Radio Frequency Face, which can be 
performed simultaneously with body treatments. A great advantage, 
which results in time saving and greater customer satisfaction, also 
optimizing the work of the aesthetic operator.

PAMPER YOUR CU-
STOMERS DURING 

TREATMENT
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VIDEO EDUCATIONAL

The technological heart of the equipment, thanks to the advanced 
software, offers the possibility to view some videos that help clarify 
doubts and improve manual skills. At the forefront of service, Overline 
Infinity Body Synergy Laser 980nm is always alongside the professional 
aesthetic operator to offer a result of excellence. The video tutorials on 
the individual protocols and the specific manual skills are easily accessible 
via the touchscreen 10”. Overline has thought of this solution to allow 
anyone, in case of a small forgetfulness or when inserting new operators, 
to be able to carry out self-training, in order to achieve the skills needed 
to offer and ensure the best customer service.

PERFECT PERFORMANCES

Protocols and performances carried out within the Company* respecting 
the suggested working methods confirm the synergy between Overline 
technology and iSol.Beauty cosmetics, ensuring maximum treatment 
effectiveness.

* Protocols and performances performed within the Company on a specific sample of people.
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INTUITIVE SYSTEM

The advanced software of Overline Infinity Body Synergy Laser 980nm 
allows you to enjoy numerous and advanced functions and to control the 
equipment through the 10” monitor in a simple, fast and intuitive way. 
This monitor, as conceived, immediately becomes a fundamental tool to 
implement the work of the professional. 

With a few small gestures, the operator can carry out a 360 º consultation 
of the specific and physical situation of the customer. It can examine 
images, control programs and treatments, have access to the data of its 
customers, also can verify the situation of the processing steps to be 
performed, and thus have the opportunity to motivate and involve the 
customer more. Inside the guided path you can also view some videos 
that help clarify doubts and improve dexterity.
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View Display
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Overline Infinity is an innovative choice for the beauty salon. It is the pos-
sibility of endless personalized treatments with the synergy of the latest 
technologies. It is the intuitive interface and ease of use. It is the effective-
ness of treatments and the satisfaction of the customer of the Center. It is 
the continuous training support to allow each operator to make the most of 
all the potential offered by the equipment. It is the safety of using systems 
rigorously tested, certified and built in compliance with current regulations. 
It is a design with sinuous lines, beautiful to behold and adaptable to any 
environment.

Infinity is for those who have a goal and do not want to lose sight of it!

I N F I N I T E L Y

Beautiful
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Contactless Card

Storage compartment Platesholder pouch

Large top drawer

THE DETAILS

15

The customization concept for Overline Infinity is very important. Each 
technology has the advanced reading system Contactless Card through 
which for each customer is inserted the sequence of its treatment, 
memorizing the steps already made and those still to be made in order to 
optimize the time.

The customization concept for Infinity Overline is very important. Each 
technology has the advanced Contactless Card reading system through 
which for each customer is inserted the sequence of his treatment, 
memorizing the steps already made and those still to be made in order 
to optimize the time. The electronically adjustable Monitor of Overline 
Infinity facilitates easy programming and control of the work, offering a 
clear view of the treatment to the customer. A large upper drawer and a 
storage compartment allow you to store materials and cosmetics, while 
the shaped shelf on the back of the equipment allows tidy storage of 
handpieces
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The Overline Infinity Body Synergy Laser 908nm is guaranteed from 
material and workmanship defects, ex-factory, for a period of 36 months. 
Activate the conditions of validity of the guarantee is very simple, just 
fill in all its parts the Warranty form that is inside the package of Infinity 
Body Sculpt, and send it to Overline no later than 10 days from the date 
of purchase.

36 MONTHS WARRANTY  

ZERO
WORRIES

16
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1 2 3 4
Gel conduttore 
DRENA-TONE GEL
Conductive gel, toning and 
reactivating effect with ginseng.
ISO.TONE.200 
[1000ml]
Specific conductive gel, 
formulated to intensify the 
effect of treatments with 
equipment, rich in valuable 
and innovative active 
ingredients with reactivating, 
elasticizing and toning effect.

Bandages
REDU CELL
Cellulite Reducing Effect*
ISO.BE.125
Special formulation rich in 
caffeine, carnitine, bromelain, 
phosphatidylcholine and 
guarana that, along with the 
synergies of essential oils 
and phytocomplexes of plant 
origin such as grapes, witch 
hazel and green tea, works 
systematically on the tissue 
manifestations of fibrous 
cellulite and localized fat 
deposits.

Gel conduttore 
LIPO-CELL GEL
Conductive gel cellulite and 
fat with guarana and green 
tea
ISO.DREN.100
[1000ml]
Specific conductive gel 
formulated to intensify the 
effect of treatments with the 
equipment, rich in valuable 
and innovative active 
ingredients that counteract 
the imperfection of cellulite* 
and fat deposits.

Bandages
SLIM REDUCING
Slimming Effect
ISO.BE.120
reatment rich in caffeine, 
escin and guarana extract 
that stimulate the process of 
demolition of triglycerides 
thus favoring the slimming 
and reshaping of the 
silhouette.

Radio Frequency
RF & STIM FACE 
EMULSION
Face Emulsion for RF and 
Stimol
ISO.RF.100
[250ml]
Anti-age emulsion, Radio 
Frequency and Stimol 
treatment, innovative 
formulation designed for 
facial treatments with Radio 
Frequency, that allows the 
maximum conductivity of 
energy and facilitates the 
flow of the handpiece, with a 
marked toning and anti-aging 
action.

Bandages
TONE UP
Volume Effect
ISO.BE.110
Special formulation rich in 
African kigelia, sarsapogenine 
and hyaluronic acid, with 
known properties aimed at 
significantly improving the 
elasticity and tone of the 
skin, restoring its fullness and 
giving it new shape.

Bandages
DRAIN ACTIVE
Drenante Detox
ISO.BE.115
Treatment rich in Dead 
Sea salts and lactic acid 
that facilitate ion-osmotic 
exchange in the tissue, 
promote drainage and help to 
free the tissues from toxins. 
Their properties help to 
counteract the imperfections 
of cellulite. Together with 
aloe and mineral salts bring 
well-being to the whole 
body.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

INTEGRATED COSMETICS

The combination of Overline Infinity Body Synergy Laser 908 nm and iSol.
Beauty integrated cosmetics is synonymous with concrete answers to all 
aesthetic needs and targeted results. iSol.Beauty cosmetics are designed 
ad hoc to work efficiently with the technology of which the equipment is 
endowed, for maximum operator satisfaction and an excellent customer 
beauty experience.

* Imperfections caused by cellulite.

5 6
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Always 
at the 
service of 
beauticians

Cutting-edge and Innovation are the ideal terms to define 
Overline. A historical Milanese company, undisputed leader 
in the production and sale of hi-tech professional cosmetic 
equipment.

Founded in 1989 and, ever since, it can very simply be de-
scribed as a “success story”. A company that expresses its 
business style through ethical commitment and careful and 
responsible commercial management.

The literature of the company uses terminology allowed at an international 
level, as well as being the most commonly used terms to define technologies 
and features

Overline - Training courseOverline - Reception

18



Research &
Development

Made in Italy

Certifications
The beating heart of the company, the innovative Research 
and Development laboratory, is the place where Technolo-
gies of high performance and simple use provide effective 
solutions to the demands of professional beauticians. Vari-
ous, safer systems that offer multiple functions for face, body 
and hair removal

100% Made in Italy production that offers competitive ad-
vantages in terms of performance, safety and service to the 
customer. Overline technologies are distributed at the finest 
cosmetic and beauty salons across Italy and in every Euro-
pean country in addition to South America, Mexico, Africa 
and Asia.

Overline is a trademark of Technology S.r.l., a company that 
constantly pursues the research and development of tech-
nologies, to offer the professional beauty market innova-
tive systems that offer visible results, while maintaining the 
maximum safety of the beautician and customer. Thanks to 
its great experience, Technology possesses important certi-
fications for compliance with regulations and international 
standards in the production of biomedical, electro-cosmetic 
and cosmetic equipment. The certifications that make all of 
the technologies very high level are the following:

Tüv Rheinland ISO 9001:2015. This represents the internation-
ally recognised Quality Management System certification that 
ensures that the devices comply with the management system 
required by the standard in terms of design, production, sale, 
development, and research.

Tüv Rheinland  ISO 13485:2016. The certification related 
to the Quality Management System of Medical Devices is a 
standard reference for Quality as part of the regulatory pro-
cedures governing the design, production and marketing of 
Medical Devices.

Tüv Rheinland ISO 45001:2018. Relative to the standard for 
the management of the health and safety of workers.

www.tuv.com ID 9105082302

Overline - Training course

19



Overline
Overline

is a Technology S.r.l. trademark

Infinity

ISO 9001:2015 ISO 13485:2016 ISO 45001:2018

Technology Made In Italy
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CALL +971 50 480 7988 www.arbidora.com


